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A. Introduction 

A Professional Conduct Panel (“the Panel”) of the National College for Teaching and 

Leadership (“the National College”) convened on 9 and 10 June 2014 at 53-55 Butts 

Road, Earlsdon Park, Coventry, CV1 3BH to consider the case of Ms Charlotte White.   

The Panel members were Prof Ian Hughes, (Lay Panellist – in the Chair), Cllr Gail 

Goodman (Teacher Panellist) and Mr Michael Lesser (Teacher Panellist). 

The Legal Adviser to the Panel was Eve Piffaretti of Morgan Cole LLP Solicitors.  

The Presenting Officer for the National College was Mr Ben Bentley of Browne Jacobson 

LLP. 

Ms Charlotte White was present and was represented by Mr Graham White.  

The hearing took place in public and was recorded.  

B Allegations 

The Panel considered the allegations set out in the Notice of Proceedings dated 5 March 

2014. 

It was alleged that Ms Charlotte White was guilty of unacceptable professional conduct 

and/or conduct that may bring the profession into disrepute in that: 

 

 

Professional Conduct Panel decision and recommendations, and 
decision on behalf of the Secretary of State 

Teacher:    Ms Charlotte White   

Teacher ref no:   

Teacher date of birth:  

NCTL Case ref no:  10393 

Date of Determination: 9 and 10 June 2014 

Former employer:  Billing Brook School   
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Whilst employed at Billing Brook School, between 1 September 2010 and 30 
January 2013: 
 

1. On 19 September 2012, in respect to a child, Pupil A, who has 
special educational needs, you: 

 
a. held her in a chair against a table despite her saying that it was 

hurting her; 
 
b. held her on the floor in contravention of the School's policy for 

handling children; 
 

c. used inappropriate language concerning her. 
 

2.  On one occasion in May or June 2012 whilst on school premises, you: 
 

a.  had an open bottle of wine in a cupboard in your classroom 
during the school day; 

 
b.  were seen drinking wine in your classroom from a mug toward the 

end of the school day and it was smelt on your breath. 
 

The facts of allegation 2 a. and 2 b. were admitted.  Allegation 1a. 1b. and 1c. were 

denied. 

No admissions were made as to whether the alleged facts amounted to unacceptable 

professional conduct or conduct which may bring the profession into disrepute.   

C Preliminary applications  

Application for consideration of a private/ public hearing 
 

The Panel was asked by the Teacher to direct that part of the hearing, being the witness 

evidence of the teaching assistants at the School, should be heard in private session in 

the interests of justice. The reasons advanced by Mr White were that the witness 

evidence may be unduly influenced by the presence in the room of Individual A, the 

Headteacher of the School.  The Presenting Officer opposed the application.  

The Chair announced the decision of the Panel as follows: 

“The Panel has considered the application that part of the hearing take place in private.   

We do not consider it necessary to exclude the public from the hearing or part of the 

hearing. The Panel noted that there is a presumption that these hearings should take 

place in public. Ms White has objected to this in order that the Headteacher by her 
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presence in the room does not influence the witnesses from School who are giving 

evidence. 

In order to balance these considerations and ensure that there is no perception that the 

Headteacher’s presence has in any way influenced the testimony provided by these 

witnesses, the Panel has by majority decided that the hearing should be in public but that 

the Headteacher should be not be present in the room when the two teaching assistants 

give their evidence.” 

Submission of Late / Additional documents 

Both parties requested the Panel to agree to the admission of late documents. Neither 

party objected to the documents to be admitted.  

 

The Chair announced the decision of the Panel as follows: 

 

“We have considered the applications made by both parties for the admission of 

additional documents not served in accordance with the Rules. We have considered 

whether doing so would be appropriate and in the interests of a fair hearing. 

We have noted that the parties have had the opportunity to see these documents and 

each party has no objection to the late admission of these documents.  

We have decided that the documents are relevant to these proceeding and that they 

should be admitted in the interests of a fair hearing.” 

D. Summary of evidence 

Documents 

In advance of the hearing, the Panel received the following documents: 

1 Section 1: Chronology and Anonymised Pupil List – pages 2-3 

2 Section 2: Notice of Proceedings and Response – pages 5-12 

3 Section 3: NCTL Witness Statements – pages 14-21 

4 Section 4: NCTL Documents, pages 25-199  

5 Section 5: Teacher Documents, pages 200 -226 
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The Panel Members confirmed that they had read all of the documents in advance of the 

hearing, including the additional documents admitted at the discretion of the Panel. 

Witnesses  

The Panel heard oral evidence from three witnesses called by the Presenting Officer, 
namely, Individual A, Headteacher, Witness A, and Individual B, Teaching Assistant.  

The Panel also heard oral evidence from Ms Charlotte White called by Mr White.   

E. Decision and reasons 

 

The Panel announced its decision and reasons as follows: 

“We have now carefully considered the case before us and have reached a decision. 

We confirm that we have read all the documents provided in the bundle in advance of the 

hearing. We have also read the additional documents admitted at the discretion of the 

Panel.  

In September 2010 Ms White commenced employment at Billing Brook Special School 

(“the School”). Ms White had commenced her newly qualified teacher (NQT) year in a 

mainstream school but had not completed this due to absence during the year. She was 

initially employed on a temporary contract for one year to complete her NQT 

assessments and passed her NQT in December 2010. Ms White had a background in 

special education needs provision, having worked at a Special School previously as a 

teaching assistant.  

The School is an all age school for pupils with complex learning difficulties and 

disabilities. The School has a well documented Positive Handling Policy and a Behaviour 

Policy which are based around “Team Teach” principles at an Intermediate Level. The 

School also provides appropriate staff training. “Team Teach” is a programme which 

adopts a structured approach to staff development, which allows staff to develop skills of 

positive behaviour management and in de-escalating incidents.   

Ms White was a Class Teacher for a Class of 8 pupils with severe and significant learning 

disabilities, including Pupil A. She worked with two experienced Teaching Assistants. Ms 

White had been trained in “Team Teach” and her training record reflects that (at page 

199 of the case papers). Pupil A had attended the school since September 2008 and had 

significant learning difficulties, physical disabilities and a statement of special educational 

needs. Pupil A’s behaviour could be very difficult to manage and Pupil A had been 

identified as a high risk pupil.  
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On 21 September 2012 two teaching assistants reported an incident they had witnessed 

involving Ms White and Pupil A. The alleged incident took place on 19 September 2012. 

The Headteacher, Individual A conducted an investigation which included interviewing 

three teaching assistants on 21 September 2012. The third teaching assistant reported 

an incident in June 2012 when it was alleged that Ms White had an open bottle of wine in 

a cupboard in her classroom during the school day and that on the same day she had 

been seen drinking the wine in her classroom from a mug, with the wine being smelt on 

her breath.   

The Headteacher contacted the Northamptonshire County Safeguarding Team, the Local 

Authority Designated Officer (LADO) and Human Resources on 21 September 2012. Ms 

White was suspended on the 21 September 2012. A multi-agency meeting was held on 

26 September 2012. On 28 September 2012, Witness A (Pupil A’s mother) was informed 

of the incident involving Pupil A.  

A disciplinary hearing took place on 16 January and 30 January 2013. Five of seven 

allegations against Ms White were substantiated and she was dismissed for gross 

misconduct with immediate effect from 30 January 2013. Ms White submitted an appeal 

which was heard by School Governors on 17 April 2013. The Appeal Committee upheld 

the original decision and Ms White remained dismissed for gross misconduct.” 

Findings of Fact 

“Our findings of fact are as follows: 

Whilst employed at Billing Brook School, between 1 September 2010 and 30 January 
2013: 
 

 
1. On 19 September 2012, in respect to a child, Pupil A, who has   
special educational needs, you: 

 
a.  held her in a chair against a table despite her saying that it was 

hurting her; 
 

We find the facts alleged proved on the balance of probabilities.  In making this finding 

the Panel have taken into account the oral evidence provided by Individual B and Ms 

White. The Panel carefully listened to the evidence given to the hearing by both 

witnesses. This evidence was further tested by questioning by both parties and the 

Panel.  

We accept that Ms White was motivated to do the best for Pupil A and was faced with 

extremely challenging and volatile behaviour of Pupil A that day.  

Ms White demonstrated to the Panel how she stood with her hip against the back of Pupil 

A’s chair so that effectively Pupil A was held against the table. Ms White also admitted in 
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her oral evidence that she had held Pupil A in a chair against a table so that Pupil A 

could not move the chair back.  This effectively restrained Pupil A by confining her to the 

chair. Further she told the Panel that Pupil A had physical difficulties including curvature 

of the spine and difficulty in straightening her legs.  

We are satisfied that Individual B told the truth and can be believed. We found her to be 

credible and consistent in her evidence. She heard Pupil A say “that hurt” whilst Ms 

White held her chair against the table.  

We did not hear direct oral evidence from Individual C or have the opportunity to test her 

evidence in questioning. We have therefore treated her hearsay evidence with caution 

and considered carefully the weight to be attached to it. We are satisfied that Individual C 

written evidence also confirms that Ms White held Pupil A in a chair against a table 

despite her saying that it was hurting her, as corroborated by Individual B. 

 
We are also satisfied that Ms White may not have heard Pupil A say “that hurt” or, if she 
did, it did not register as it should have done in the heat of the situation. 

 
 
b.  held her on the floor in contravention of the School's policy for 

handling children; 
 

We find the facts alleged proved on the balance of probabilities. In making this finding the 

Panel took account of the oral evidence provided by Ms White and Individual A 

 and the School’s Positive Handling Policy at pages 190 to 195. The Panel carefully 

listened to and tested, by its questions, the evidence provided and noted that Ms White 

accepted that she and Individual C sat Pupil A on the floor. The Panel noted that Pupil A 

was not comfortable standing for long periods due to her physical disabilities and for this 

reason Ms White suggested they sit down.  The Panel accepts that Ms White did this with 

the pupil’s comfort and well-being in mind. 

 

Once seated, Ms White accepted that she and Individual C sat either side of Pupil A, with 

their legs against Pupil A’s. Ms White’s evidence was that Pupil A’s arms were also 

restrained by her hands being held.  The Panel is satisfied that this maneuver involved 

the restraint of Pupil A by holding her on the floor. We are not satisfied that Pupil A would 

have been able to remove herself from this position if she had wished to do so given the 

hold described and her physical disabilities. The Panel also noted Ms White’s admission 

that holding a child on the floor was not in line with School policy. This was confirmed by 

the evidence Ms White provided to the School’s disciplinary hearing as set out on page 

95 of the case papers. Individual A’s evidence also confirmed that holding a pupil on the 

floor was in contravention of the School’s Positive Handling Policy and contrary to “Team 
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Teach” principles (Intermediate).    

 

We did not hear direct oral evidence from Individual C or have the opportunity to test her 

evidence in questioning. We have therefore treated her hearsay evidence with caution 

and considered carefully the weight to be attached to it. We are satisfied that Individual 

C’s written evidence also confirms that Ms White held Pupil A on the floor contrary to 

School Policy. 

 
c.  used inappropriate language concerning her. 

 
We find the facts alleged proved. We again took into account the oral evidence of Ms 

White.  

Ms White denied using inappropriate language directly to Pupil A but accepted that she 

may have said “tough” to Pupil A whilst holding her chair as described in allegation 1. 

Individual B stated that having witnessed Ms White holding Pupil A in a chair against a 

table, with Pupil A saying “that hurt”, Ms White stated “tough”.  

We also carefully listened to and tested, by our own questions, the oral evidence given to 

us by Witness A. We find that Witness A was a witness who provided an honest and 

credible account of Pupil A and we believe her evidence. We also feel able to accept her 

assessment of Pupil A’s credibility. Witness A told us that Pupil A did not tell lies and that 

the language used by Ms White to Pupil A, being “ fuck off”, had stuck in Pupil A’s mind.  

This evidence is corroborated by the written evidence of Individual C at page 25 of the 

bundle.  

We have concluded that on the balance of probabilities inappropriate language was used 

by Ms White about Pupil A on 19 September 2012.  

 
2.  On one occasion in May or June 2012 whilst on school premises, you: 

 
a.  had an open bottle of wine in a cupboard in your classroom 

during the school day; 
 
b.  were seen drinking wine in your classroom from a mug toward the 

end of the school day and it was smelt on your breath. 
 

We find the facts alleged in 2 a. and b. proved. Ms White admits the facts alleged in 

allegation 2 a. and 2 b. and we accepted these admissions. This is further corroborated 

by the written evidence of Individual D who witnessed this incident and the content of the 
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case papers. The Panel are satisfied that it was contrary to School Policy to consume 

alcohol on School premises.” 

Findings as to Unacceptable Professional Conduct 
and/or Conduct that may bring the profession into 
disrepute  

“Having found the facts of the allegations proved, we further find that Ms White’s conduct 

amounts to unacceptable professional conduct and conduct which brings the profession 

into disrepute.   

In our judgement, Ms White’s conduct falls significantly short of the standards of 

behaviour expected of a teacher. We are satisfied that this was conduct of a serious 

nature, falling significantly short of the standard of behaviour expected of a teacher. In 

addition, the conduct displayed would be likely to have a negative impact on her status 

as a teacher, potentially damaging the public’s perception of teachers.  

Ms White’s conduct was inappropriate and unacceptable and represents a serious 

departure from the Teachers’ Standards particularly given the vulnerability of the pupils 

involved and the range of behaviours we have found proved.  This included breach of 

School Policy in relation to Positive Handling and Behaviour Management, use of 

inappropriate language to a pupil and breach of School Policy in relation to alcohol.   

In making this determination, we find that Ms White breached the personal and 

professional conduct elements of the latest Teachers’ Standards. In particular,  

“Teachers uphold public trust in the profession and maintain high standards of ethics and 

behaviour, within and outside the school, by: 

 treating pupils with dignity and at all times observing proper boundaries 
appropriate to a  teacher’s professional position 

 having regard for the need to safeguard pupils’ well-being, in accordance with 
statutory provisions. 

 
Teachers must have proper and professional regard for the ethos, policies and practices 

of the school in which they teach”.” 

Submission of Late / Additional documents 

Mr White requested that the Panel agree to the admission of documents in mitigation.     

The Presenting Office had no objection to the documents being admitted.  

 

The Chair announced the decision of the Panel as follows: 
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“We have considered the application for the admission of additional documents not 

served in accordance with the Rules. We noted that the Presenting Officer had no 

objection and we have decided that the documents are relevant and that they should be 

admitted in the interests of a fair hearing.” 

Panel’s recommendation to the Secretary of State  

The Panel has given very careful consideration to the guidance on the issuing of 
prohibition orders, but recognised that, ultimately, we were obliged to exercise our own 
judgement. 
 
The Panel was mindful that the aim of a prohibition order is to protect the public interest 
rather than to be punitive. The public interest includes protection of children and other 
members of the public, the maintenance of public confidence in the teaching profession 
and the declaration and upholding of proper standards of conduct.  
 
The Panel has applied the principle of proportionality. In doing so the Panel had regard to 

the teacher’s right to practise her profession and whether it was necessary to restrict 

those rights in order to protect the public interest. 

The Panel considered factors which may be incompatible with being a teacher. The 

Panel then went on to consider mitigating factors relevant to the appropriateness of 

prohibition.  

By majority, the Panel recommends to the Secretary of State that no sanction is 

appropriate in this case.  

Without condoning the conduct , the Panel has concluded that there are a number of 

mitigating factors in this case that are relevant to the seriousness of the behaviour, 

including : 

 The allegation relates to Pupil A in an isolated incident on 19 September 2012.  

 Ms White was involved in managing a volatile and developing situation under the 

threat of physical violence from Pupil A in a classroom environment when other 

pupils were present. 

 Pupil A had previously injured Ms White, other teachers, teaching assistants and 

pupils.  

 Ms White has a previous good history as a teacher. 

 Ms White had successfully managed pupils with challenging behaviours and had 

managed pupils’ behaviour at the School successfully over the previous 18 

months. This was confirmed by Individual A, Headteacher. 

 There is no evidence that Pupil A was injured. 
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 Ms White demonstrated a caring and thoughtful approach to management of 

behavioural issues towards pupils in her oral evidence.  

 Ms White breached the School’s policy on alcohol on one occasion. She admitted 

this recognising this was wrong and admitted that it was an error of judgement on 

her part.  

There is a public interest in declaring and upholding proper standards of conduct. The 
Panel is conscious that this public hearing has resulted in a finding of unacceptable 
professional conduct and conduct that may bring the profession into disrepute. This is a 
significant finding and, in the Panel’s view, satisfies the need to publicly declare and 
uphold proper standards of conduct. 
 
The Panel is also conscious of the need to maintain public confidence in the teaching 

profession. However, in view of the mitigating circumstances that we have identified it is 

not necessary, in the public interest, to impose a prohibition order. Furthermore, it would 

be disproportionate to do so. Ms White has a wish to continue teaching in this sector of 

the profession and has demonstrated an enthusiasm to do so.  

Decision and reasons on behalf of the Secretary of 
State 

I have given careful consideration to the findings and recommendations of the panel in 

this case. 

The panel have found proven all the allegations and that the facts of this case amount to 

both unacceptable professional conduct and conduct that may bring the profession into 

disrepute. 

The proven facts relate to a single incident of Ms White’s management of Pupil A, a pupil 

with special educational needs, and a one off incident of consuming alcohol on school 

premises. 

Ms White’s behaviour was inappropriate and represents a serious departure from the 

Teachers’ Standards. She has breached school policy in respect of positive handling and 

behaviour management, used inappropriate language and breached the school policy in 

relation to alcohol. 

The panel have gone on to consider whether a prohibition order would be an appropriate 

and proportionate sanction in the public interest. In doing so they have been mindful that 

the aim of such an order is to protect the public interest rather than be punitive. Whilst not 

condoning Ms White’s behaviour, they have found a number of mitigating factors to be 

relevant. These include the volatile and developing situation that existed at the time, 

previous behaviour exhibited by Pupil A and Ms White’s previous good history and her 

successful management of pupils with challenging behaviours over the previous 18 

months. They also noted that Pupil A was not injured as a result of Ms White’s actions. 
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She admitted and recognised the error of judgement she had made in respect of the 

breach of school policy relating to alcohol. 

In all the circumstances I agree with the panel’s recommendation that it would not be 

appropriate to impose a prohibition order in this case. 

 

NAME OF DECISION MAKER: Paul Heathcote 

Date: 11 June 2014 

This decision is taken by the Decision maker named above on behalf of the Secretary of 

State.  


